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Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are essential to many technologies including solar cells and transparent
electronics. The search for high-performance n- or p-type TCOs has mainly focused on materials offering
transport through band carriers instead of small polarons. In this work, we break this paradigm and demonstrate
using well-known physical models that, in certain circumstances, TCOs exhibiting transport by small polarons
offer a better combination of transparency and conductivity than materials conducting through band transport. We
link this surprising finding to the fundamentally different physics of optical absorption for band and polaronic
carriers. Our work rationalizes the good performances of recently emerging small-polaronic Cr-based p-type
TCOs such as Sr-doped LaCrO3 and outlines design principles for the development of high-performance TCOs
based on transport by small polarons. This opens new avenues for the discovery of high-performance TCOs
especially p-type.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are exceptional
materials combining the antagonistic properties of optical
transparency and electrical conductivity [1,2]. The trans-
parency of TCOs is usually achieved using wide optical
band gap oxides (direct band gap Eg > 3 eV) and they are
made highly conductive by the introduction of excess elec-
trons (n-type) or holes (p-type) through intrinsic or extrinsic
doping. Introducing these carriers can also, in some cases,
improve the transparency of a material through the Moss-
Burstein effect [3–6]. High-performance TCOs are essential
to many modern technologies including solar cells, opto-
electronic devices, touch screens and light emitting diodes
[2,7,8]. The best n-type TCOs, based on doped In2O3, ZnO
or SnO2, show conductivities on the order of 104 S cm−1

and transmittances well above 80% [7,9–12]. On the other
hand, p-type TCOs such as ZnRh2O4, CuAlO2, and SrCu2O2

show much poorer performances. Their conductivities reach
at most 10 S cm−1 for transparencies between 50% and
80% (for films of a few hundred nm thicknesses) [8,11,13].
This lack of high-performance p-type TCOs limits many
applications in transparent electronics or new solar cell
architectures [11].

Very recently, Cr-based oxides have shown attractive per-
formances as p-type TCOs. Materials such as Cu-deficient
CuCrO2, Mg-doped Cr2O3 and more recently Sr-doped
LaCrO3 have shown among the best transparencies and con-
ductivities for p-type oxides [14–19]. These Cr-based oxides
exhibit a thermally activated mobility because charge trans-
port occurs through small-polaron hopping. A small polaron
consists of a charge carrier localized on a single atomic site
due to the interactions with the surrounding ions. Small-
polaron transport has usually been considered detrimental for
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TCO applications [2,11,20,21]. Indeed, the low mobilities
of small polarons (μ � 1 cm2V−1s−1) compared to band
carriers (μ ∼ 0.1–100 cm2 V−1 s−1) [22] are believed to pre-
vent them to achieve high performances as TCOs. And even
for applications in which conductivity (and not mobility) is
the most important property, this low mobility needs to be
counterbalanced by a higher carrier concentration which is
traditionally correlated with the degradation of transparency
[23].

These considerations have led the TCO community to
advocate against the use of materials based on small-polaron
transport. Naturally, this affected the search and design of
new TCOs (including those computationally driven) with the
avoidance of small-polaron formation often put forward as
a criteria for a high-performance TCO [24]. The apparent
contradiction between this criteria and the encouraging per-
formances of Cr-based oxides has not been addressed so far in
the literature. A clear rationalization of the true inconvenients
and potentially overlooked benefits of TCOs based on small-
polaron transport is therefore greatly needed.

Here, we use well-established physical models describing
how transparency and conductivity vary with materials pa-
rameters (effective mass, carrier concentration,...) to compare
the performances of ideal band and small-polaron TCOs.
We show that TCOs relying on small-polaron transport (SP-
TCOs) can outperform those relying on band transport (B-
TCOs) especially when the latter exhibit a high effective
mass (which is often the case for p-type oxides). The phys-
ical origin of this surprising result lies in the very different
change of the optical absorption of B- and SP-TCOs as
the carrier concentration increases. While B-TCOs see their
optical transparency drop when high carrier concentrations
are reached, SP-TCOs can remain highly transparent. Our
results rationalize the good performances of Cr-based p-type
polaronic oxides and motivate the TCO community to revise
its avoidance for small-polaron materials. We also provide a
series of design principles for the search of novel SP-TCOs.
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FIG. 1. Absorption coefficient α and reflectivity R for (a) B-
TCOs with an effective mass m∗ = 0.15m0 and mobility μ =
90 cm2 V−1 s−1 and (b) SP-TCOs for two transition energies. Differ-
ent carrier concentrations are shown: 1021 (in green) and 1022 cm−3

(in blue).

This opens an entirely new avenue towards the search and
development of high-performance TCOs expecially p-type.

II. RESULTS

A. Comparison of performances for B- and SP-TCOs

The optical response of highly doped B-TCOs typically
follows the Drude model which assumes an electron gas
in a potential imposed by the nuclei. Figure 1(a) plots the
reflectivity R and absorption coefficient α as functions of the
energy ω of the light at different doping levels and for different
material parameters (effective mass, mobilities) for the Drude
model (see Secs. 1 and 2 for the full derivation in Ref. [25]).
Below a certain threshold for the energy of the light, both
the reflectivity R and the absorption coefficient α are large
due to collective oscillations of the carrier gas. In this regime,
the highly doped B-TCO behaves as a metal. The threshold
in energy below which collective oscillations of the carriers
happen corresponds to the so-called plasma frequency ωp:

ω2
p = Ne2

εrε0m∗ (1)

where N is the carrier concentration, e is the elementary
charge, εr is the high-frequency limit of the real part of the

FIG. 2. Average transmittance T of visible light vs sheet con-
ductivity σs for low effective mass/high mobility (green) and high
effective mass/low mobility (purple) B-TCOs, and SP-TCOs (blue,
cyan, and red) with various transport activation energies Ea. We used
a thickness t = 5 μm. Solid (respectively, dashed) lines correspond
to carrier concentrations lower (respectively, higher) than 1022 cm−3.

dielectric function, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and m∗ is
the effective mass of the band carriers. When the carrier
concentration in a B-TCO increases, the plasma frequency
shifts towards higher energies and from the infrared to the
visible spectrum. If the carrier concentration is too large, most
visible light is reflected by the material while the rest is ab-
sorbed. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 1(a) where a material
transparent in the visible spectrum at 1021 cm−3 (in green)
reflects and absorbs most of the visible light when doped to
1022 cm−3 (in blue). This phenomenon sets a limit to the
doping level and therefore to the conductivity reachable in a
B-TCO. As a result, a compromise needs to be found between
maximizing the conductivity and the transmittance [23]. The
transparency-conductivity compromise can be directly probed
by plotting transmittance versus the sheet conductivity (i.e.,
the product of the conductivity and the thickness t of the
material) [26]. Figure 2 reports the transmittance versus the
sheet conductivity for B-TCOs with different materials prop-
erties: in green for low effective mass/high mobility (using
the best values for n-type B-TCOs [1,11]) and in purple
for high effective mass/low mobility (adopting typical good
values for p-type B-TCOs [8,11]) materials. We have also
considered other typical n-type TCOs parameters (mobility
μ = 50 cm2 V−1 s−1 and effective mass m∗ = 0.3m0 [1]), and
the transmittance versus sheet conductivity curve is similar
to the one corresponding to the best parameters (leading to a
larger mobility). The differences between the two are that (i)
a larger carrier concentration is required when the mobility is
lower to reach the same sheet conductivity, and (ii) the larger
effective mass decreases the plasma frequency, allowing for
larger carrier concentrations before the loss of transmittance.
Solid lines in Fig. 2 indicate carrier concentrations lower than
1022 cm−3 while higher carrier concentrations are shown by
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dashed lines (as it is unlikely that higher carrier concentrations
could be reached). For both low and high effective mass mate-
rials, increasing the sheet conductivity through higher carrier
concentration leads at some point to a strong degradation of
the transmittance. This degradation comes directly from the
movement of the plasma edge towards higher frequencies. The
low and high effective mass materials behave quantitatively
differently: a higher sheet conductivity and transmittance can
be reached for high-mobility materials. Hence, justifying the
interest for high mobility/low effective mass TCOs as they
offer larger transmittance and sheet conductivity when band
transport is involved [11].

The optical response of SP-TCOs is extremely different
from the one of B-TCOs. In the former, the carriers are trapped
and cannot oscillate collectively. Optical transitions (addition-
ally to the band gap interband transitions) are however present
because of the small polarons. These can be excited to either
a delocalized (free) state or to a small-polaron state at an
adjacent site (see Ref. [25], Sec. 3). The physics of these
processes has been studied and the absorption coefficient of
a material containing small polarons is given by [27]

α(ω) = K1
N

ω
exp

(−(Etr − h̄ω)2

�2

)
(2)

with N the small-polaron concentration, Etr the energy of the
small-polaron transition, ω the frequency of the incoming
light and K1 a constant defined in Ref. [25], Sec. 3. This
constant depends on the phonon and electronic properties as
well as on the structure of the material but it is not expected
to change significantly. Furthermore, it is only a prefactor to
the dominant exponential term. � is the phonon broadening
of the ground state. The absorption coefficient of an SP-TCO
is plotted in Fig. 1(b) for two arbitrary transition energies (0.7
and 1.4 eV) and for different small-polaron concentrations (in
green and blue). This figure also reports the reflectivity of SP-
TCOs (see Ref. [25], Sec. 3). The latter is dominated by the
polarization of ion cores which leads to a constant reflectivity
in the whole range and is characterized by εr . The effect
of small polarons, which leads to deviations with respect to
this constant and depends on their transition energy and their
concentration, is not significant for visible transparency. The
curves corresponding to a large set of transition energies and
concentrations are available in Ref. [25], Figs. 4–8.

Figure 1(b) shows that as the small-polaron concentration
increases, only the absorption peak height is modified and not
its position. This behavior is remarkably different from the
one of B-TCOs in which the absorption edge shifts to higher
energies when the carrier concentration increases, as can be
seen in Fig. 1(a). If the small-polaron transition energy is
small enough, the absorption peak is not significant in the visi-
ble spectrum and the SP-TCO remains transparent even when
very high carrier concentrations are reached (1022 cm−3). It
has been experimentally observed in different SP-materials
that the small-polaron regime holds even at very large carrier
concentrations [14,16,28]. This indicates that the SP models
that we use here can still be valid even for such large concen-
trations.

The physics of the transport in SP-TCOs is also very
different from B-TCOs. The mobility μ of small polarons is

thermally activated through an activation energy Ea needed
for the polaron to hop from site to site [29]:

μ = K2

kBT
exp

(−Ea

kBT

)
(3)

with T the temperature, kB the Boltzmann constant and K2

a constant defined in Ref. [25], Sec. 3. This constant also
depends on the phonon properties and on the structure of the
material but it is not expected to change significantly, as com-
pared to the exponential factor. The mobility directly impacts
the conductivity and is much lower than 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 when
small polarons are involved. As we did for B-TCOs, we can
combine the conductivity of small polarons with their optical
response and analyze how the transmittance of a polaronic
thin film changes with sheet conductivity. For SP-TCOs, there
are two main parameters: the transition energy (Etr), which
determines the optical properties and the activation energy
(Ea) which sets the electrical properties. In the commonly
used Marcus theory these two quantities are actually linked
through Ea = Etr

4 [28,30]. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume this relationship also holds here. SP-TCOs optical and
electrical properties are thus controlled by only one parameter.
Though there can be deviations from this relation due to inter-
actions between small polarons in the material, the general
conclusions are not affected by this assumption (as shown
in Ref. [25], Fig. 9). Moreover, there are SP materials (e.g.,
LaCrO3) having very large SP concentration (>1021 cm−3)
that are still very well represented by this simple model.

In Fig. 2, next to the results for B-TCOs (purple and green),
we plot the transmittance versus sheet conductivity for SP-
TCOs with activation energies between 0.05 and 0.15 eV (in
red, cyan and blue). Solid lines indicate carrier concentrations
lower than 1022 cm−3 while higher carrier concentrations
are shown by dashed lines (as it is unlikely that higher
carrier concentrations could be reached). The transmittance
dependence on the sheet conductivity for SP-TCOs is very
different from the one for B-TCOs (purple and green). For SP-
TCOs, the sheet conductivity can be enhanced by increasing
the carrier concentration without degrading the transmittance
up to concentrations as large as 1022 cm−3. This directly
originates from the very different physics of light absorption
in SP- and B-TCOs, especially from the absence of plasma
edge movement in the former.

From Fig. 2, we can already observe that the SP-TCOs
can offer attractive combined values of transparency and
conductivity. However, the performances of TCOs are more
easily compared using a figure of merit (FoM) which provides
one number per material aggregating its optical and electrical
responses [26]. Several FoMs exist and we choose the one
suggested by Haacke as it is one of the most widely used
[31–34]. It is defined by T qσs with T the transmittance, σs

the sheet conductivity and q an arbitrary exponent usually
set to 10 in the literature [1,11,33,35]. Figure 3 plots the
FoM versus thickness for the low and high effective mass
B-TCOs (green and purple, respectively) and SP-TCOs with
different activation energies (blue, cyan and red). The dotted
and solid lines indicate different doping levels (1021 and
1022 cm−3), and the shaded zones between them correspond to
intermediate doping levels between these extremes. For each
B-TCO, an optimal thickness maximizes the FoM [1]. The
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FIG. 3. Haacke figure of merit (FoM) vs material thickness for
typical n-type (green) and p-type (purple) B-TCOs and SP-TCOs
(blue, cyan and red) with various transport activation energies Ea.
Dashed (respectively, solid) lines correspond to a carrier concentra-
tion of 1021 (respectively, 1022) cm−3. Concentrations between these
two bounds are represented by colored zones.

high and low effective mass B-TCOs show similar behavior of
the FoM versus thickness with optimal thicknesses from 100
nm to 1 μm and maximal FoMs respectively of 5 × 10−3 and
3 × 10−2 S. This explains the small thicknesses currently used
in applications [1]. On the other hand, SP-TCOs (blue, cyan,
and red) do not show an optimal thickness. As a result they
can reach a similar level of FoM (3 × 10−2 S) as low effective
mass/high mobility B-TCOs (in green), when they combine
a very low activation energy (0.05 eV) with high carrier
concentrations (1022 cm−3), and if they are thick enough
(around 10 μm). What is even more remarkable is that the SP-
TCOs outperform by at least one order of magnitude in FoM
the high effective mass/low mobility B-TCOs. At a thickness
of 5 μm, SP-TCOs with an activation energy of at most
0.1 eV and a doping between 1021 and 1022 cm−3 will show
larger FoM than low mobility B-TCOs of optimal thickness
(100 nm–1 μm). To put it simply, an SP-TCO with adequate
material properties (high doping level and low activation
energy) will perform better than a lousy (low mobility/high
effective mass) B-TCO. This conclusion is exacerbated in
applications where transparency in the infrared is key (e.g.,
solar cells) [36–38]. Indeed, it is the plasma edge that is
detrimental to IR transparency of highly doped B-TCOs and,
in contrast, SP-TCOs with their absence of plasma edge offer
excellent performances in the IR (see Ref. [25], Sec. 4). We
should stress that a thickness on the order of the micrometer
is compatible with various applications such as solar cells
[39–42], making SP-TCOs very attractive. For applications
requiring thinner films (∼100 nm), either B-TCOs or SP-
TCOs with both a very low activation energy (0.05 eV) and
a high dopability (1022 cm−3) should be used as they offer
similar performances (see Fig. 3).

The outperformance of low effective mass B-TCOs by SP-
TCOs is especially relevant for p-type TCOs. Indeed, n-type

B-TCOs are currently available with very low effective masses
and high mobilities. Materials such as In2O3, ZnO or SnO2

are well represented by the low effective mass green curve
in Figs. 2 and 3. In this case, there is no strong incentive to
favor small-polaron transport. However, the situation for p-
type TCOs is drastically different with no high mobility/low
effective mass p-type B-TCO available. In fact, the oxygen
p character of the valence band in typical oxides is a major
obstacle to the development of low effective mass p-type
oxides. Data mining of large electronic structure databases
have shown that it is extremely rare for a p-type transparent
oxide to provide effective masses as low as current n-type
TCOs [8,43]. Keeping in mind this tendency for large ef-
fective masses in p-type oxides, our analysis justifies the
search for new high-performance p-type TCOs to turn to
SP-TCOs.

B. New design route for p-type TCOs and the
case of Sr-doped LaCrO3

We have outlined the general principle that SP-TCOs
can outperform high effective mass/low mobility transparent
oxides. However, as for B-TCOs, there are certain material
properties that are required to lead to a high-performance
SP-TCO. Our analysis can be directly used to outline a series
of materials design principles, helping the discovery of novel
efficient SP-TCOs. The first requirement, which is already
present for B-TCOs, is a large band gap (ideally >3 eV).
Next, the SP-TCO needs to present excitation energies not
affecting the visible transparency. Typically, polaronic transi-
tion energies lower than 1.2 eV are required. It is also critical
to reach decent mobilities with a reasonably low activation
energy [44]. Our analysis indicates that polaron activation
energies from 0.15 eV to 0.05 eV are required. Finally, high
dopability is even more important than in B-TCOs as the
lower mobility needs to be compensated by higher carrier
concentrations (typically 1021 to 1022 cm−3). We should note
that not only the dopant solubility should be high but that
dopants should not introduce defects in the gap as they would
lead to unwanted absorption. Our analysis using Haacke’s
FoM also stresses that such an ideal material would require to
be deposited at thicknesses above the micrometer to maximize
performances.

Cr-based oxides such as Cr2O3 and CuCrO2 have been
shown to involve small-polaron transport and decent TCO
properties [16–19]. The material with the highest reported
performances is Sr-doped LaCrO3 and we will use our anal-
ysis to rationalize its performances [14,15]. We perform this
comparison through a combination of previously reported ex-
perimental data on Sr-doped LaCrO3 as well as our own first-
principles computations. Details are presented in Ref. [25],
Sec. 6. We computed from first principles a transition energy
ranging between 0.56 and 0.79 eV in very good agreement
with the experimental absorption peak observed by Zhang
et al. at 0.7–0.8 eV [14]. Our computations assign this peak
to the transition from the small-polaron state to the delocal-
ized state. The computed activation energies for the hopping
mechanism are ∼0.1 eV. The full data and the energy curves
of the holes transfers are presented in Ref. [25], Sec. 6.
The values are in good agreement with other theoretical
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work and experimental transport measurements [15]. Our
computed energy of mixing for Sr in LaCrO3 are close to
zero indicating that entropy will easily favor the mixing of
Sr in the oxide (see Ref. [25], Sec. 6). Moreover, no defect
states are introduced within the gap when Sr is incorporated in
LaCrO3.

LaCrO3 appears to show all the design principles outlined
previously and this rationalizes its good performances. How-
ever, the experimental Haacke’s FoM of the best Sr-LaCrO3

material lies several orders of magnitude lower than a perfect
SP-TCO with the same activation energy (0.1 eV) and doping
level (3.4 × 1021 cm−3) [14]. The reason for this discrepancy
comes from the band gap of LaCrO3. Its experimental value
is 2.8 eV [14,45,46] while our analysis assumes a material
with a band gap higher than 3 eV. LaCrO3 will thus absorb in
the end of the visible spectrum. Moreover, as Sr is inserted
in the material, our computations show that the band gap
shrinks and the transmittance drops (see Ref. [25], Sec. 6)
in agreement with the experimental observations [14]. This
analysis indicates that alternative materials to LaCrO3 keeping
the low activation energy for polaron hopping with slightly
larger band gaps could lead to substantial improvement in
terms of p-type TCOs performances.

Li-doped NiO is another example of p-type SP-TCO [47].
The NiO thin films darken as the hole concentration increases.
There are different possible reasons for this. First, as sug-
gested by Ref. [48], there might be a shrinkage of the band
gap, leading to an increase of the absorption coefficient, like in
the case of LaCrO3. As suggested in Ref. [49], intrinsic defect
states might also increase the absorption coefficient. Finally,
as is suggested by Ref. [47], there could be optical transi-
tions between the small-polaron hole state and the O 2p6-Ni
3d states in the valence band at an energy between 1.4
and 3 eV. In any of these cases, Li-doped NiO does not
fulfill the requirements to be an efficient small-polaron
TCO.

Using well-known physical relations linking optical ab-
sorption and conductivity to material properties, we have
shown that the transparency-conductivity compromise emerg-
ing from band carriers in B-TCOs does not exist when the
transport is carried by small polarons. This important differ-
ence is linked to the absence of band carriers plasma absorp-
tion and reflection when the carriers are trapped and form
small polarons. Our quantitative analysis of sheet conduc-
tivity versus transparency for TCOs exhibiting small-polaron
or band-carrier transport shows that, in certain situations,
SP-TCOs can outperform B-TCOs. This is especially the
case when band carriers have large effective masses such as
in typical p-type oxides. This result is surprising in view
of the avoidance for small-polaron transport in the TCO
field but rationalizes the recent emergence of relatively high-
performance Cr-containing p-type TCOs (e.g., LaCrO3). Our
analysis leads to the outline of a series of materials design
principles to develop high-performance SP-TCOs. These de-
sign principles include a low activation energy for hopping
(<0.15 eV) and high small-polaron concentrations (i.e., need-
ing high dopant solubility) without defect states within the
gap. We hope our analysis will motivate both experimental
and computational searches for polaronic materials that could
lead to very high-performance TCOs especially p-type.

III. METHODS

A. Optical absorption and conductivity analysis

For B- and SP-TCOs, we considered a single layer of TCO
with perpendicularly incident solar light. In order to simplify
the discussion, we did not take into account any interband
transitions due to light absorption. The conclusions thus apply
only for materials with a band gap Eg > 3 eV. We used
the Drude model to derive the reflectivity R and absorption
coefficient α of B-TCOs as functions of the energy of the
incoming light. We obtained the mean transmittance of visible
light by integrating the transmittance of the solar black-body
spectrum between 1.77 and 3.18 eV. The details and equations
are given in Ref. [25], Secs. 1 and 2.

We used a simple Marcus model for the case of SP-TCOs
[50,51]. The system in a relaxed small-polaron state can
absorb a photon to reach (a) a small-polaron excited state
at a neighboring site or (b) the delocalized state, where the
carrier is bandlike [52]. More information on these transitions
is given in Ref. [25], Sec. 3.

B. Ab initio computations

First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions have been carried out with the Vienna Ab initio sim-
ulation package (VASP) as well as with the ABINIT soft-
ware [53,54]. We used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [55]. A Hubbard
correction U (DFT + U ) has been applied on the exchange-
correlation functional to enable the localization of the hole
[56]. This methodology has been used in many studies and
has proven to be effective [15,57,58]. We chose U = 3.7 eV
so that the computed band gap of LaCrO3 corresponds to the
experimental one of 2.8 eV [14,45]. All calculations have been
performed with a kinetic energy cutoff of at least 520 eV for
the plane-wave basis. We used a 4 × 4 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack
k-point grid for the Brillouin zone integrations in the case of
the primitive cell and decreased the number of grid points
when the cell size increases. The cell structural relaxation
processes have been realized with a convergence criterion of
0.01 eV/Å for the maximum forces, and each self-consistent
field step has been done with a convergence criterion of
10−7 eV on the total energy. Polaron computations were
performed using supercells and introducing holes (removing
electrons). We checked for small-polaron formation by ob-
serving the magnetic moment on the Cr atoms as well as the
Cr-O bond lengths. The magnitude of the magnetic moment
on the concerned Cr atom decreases by roughly 1 μB (Bohr
magneton) when the hole is localized, effectively going from
a Cr3+ to a Cr4+ state. We confirmed the antiferromagnetic
configuration observed experimentally due to the antiparallel
magnetic moments of the Cr atoms [46,59].

The solid-state climbing image nudged elastic band (ss-
cNEB) method has been used to compute the activation en-
ergy for small-polaron hopping [60,61]. We first interpolated
the atomic positions between two neighboring small-polaron
configurations of same spin orientation to obtain images along
a migration path. The NEB method finds the minimum energy
path between the first and the last images.
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